
MBOKA MEMORIES    
 
 

Mboka, lured me to The Gambia 

inviting, smiling coast of West Afrika. 

Perhaps this soil was home to my foremothers’ foremothers, fathers and brothers. 

Perhaps red dust paths carried them too,  

from home to field, to temples, shrines, 

and fishing boats. 

What if they, like me, communed with nomadic cows and goats?  

Mboka-shaped memories:  

Of bountiful roadside vendors, beautiful babies wrapped and carried by back.  

Of predecessors, who like me, walked along unpaved tracks. 

Cowries and kola nut intrinsically anchor me, spiritually and physically. 

 
 
 
 

Mboka, introduced me to determined, resourceful women at stalls in Bakau,  

by turntable, traffic light, and in Kololi. 

Strong-minded women, like my Mother’s, Mother’s, Great-Grand Mother,  

I imagine them to be.  

Hips, thighs and sculpted calves concealed by layers of colourful cloth:                         

indigo, tie-dye and batik with heads wrapped chic.  

Studious schoolgirls in bright shirts and matching hijab.  

Serekunda market, where street art is the barter. 

Sistas bonding whilst buying fruit, earrings, sandals and fabric. 

Glimpsing the cinematic: a stylish woman calmly stands,  

clasping a composed chicken in her hand. 
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Mboka, conjures images of palm trees, men catching a breeze  

sitting under Baobab trees. 

Handmade beds crafted from bamboo adorn the highway. 

Sweet tasting oranges, mangos, pineapples, and papayas  

and my favourite little bananas.  

Mboka-land of flourishing home-grown crops, groundnut, cassava 

and creamy cashews roasted, and carefully carried on heads, 

“only 50-dalasi Sista”. 

Green taxis, town fare for tourists,  

but its yellow taxis and gelli-gellis at 8-dalasi, 

for us returnees. 

 
 
 

Mboka lens, silhouettes of the unfamiliar, familiar vegetation native to my 

homeland along unpaved streets. 

Red dust haze sprayed legs, sandy feet. 

Caravans of radiant, resilient melaninated women,  

elder, younger, new mothers, daughters. 

Full bodied, buxom, athletic, frail, slim or small framed,  

Dignity and pride in the rhythm of their stride.  

Poverty evident at every junction and wayside.  

Sanctification of wealth, a global problem, vile phenomenon,  

worldwide we have a serious problem,  

while obscene wealth is justified. 
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Mboka, visions of the Gambia, carmine-tinted canvass  

calling to me across the Atlantic. 

I was desperate, near frantic to leave Inglan’s freeze. 

Once Senegambia,  

for 400 years she was part of the great Mali Empire. 

Frontiers where carved by the knife of English colonial butchers 

to impose artificial borders, in 1894. 

Independent since 1965, 

but far too many can’t thrive, they only just survive. 

And now the new threat is tourism,  

yet another form of colonisation. 

 
 
 

Mboka led me to my ancestral coast.  

Balaphone and kora melodies remind me, of the griot bardic tradition sited in this 

ancient civilisation. 

I walked upon shell-coated beaches once tread by Afrikans free and enslaved. 

Heard unrested souls as they wailed from beyond the waves. 

My lineage called to me in languages I can no longer recall,  

was it Mandingo, Wolof, Jola, Serer, Aku, Manjago,  

Serahuli, or Fulani? 

Fatou, Amadou, Omar and Musa, Aminata, Penda and Suma 

Bah, Njie, Jallow, Jobateh,  

Jobe, Sangyang and Suso. 
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Mboka’s mission: pan-Afrikan literary unity,  

revering our ancestry. 

Gathering a commingle of artists, actors, bloggers,  

poets, producers and writers. 

Imruh Bakari’s precious words, tumbling like gemstones of wisdom 

chanting down the system. 

Celebrating and commemorating our Sista, Buchi Emecheta. 

Savouring the sight of Dorothea, enthralling inquiring young minds. 

Topnotchpoet the incredible Mr LKJ, Jeliya music by Tunde Jegede.   

Lyrically nourished by Natalia, Elephant Woman’s understudy, Ms Molebatsi. 

One Afrikan People, seeking to reclaim ROOTS, customs, faith and identity. 

 

 

Mboka, venerating OUR creativity,  

OUR origins, OUR history. 

Nurturing our continent’s future.  

Innovative, productive, revolutionary lyrics,  

a transformative process. 

Our Destiny,     

manifests in WE. 

Cloud Collective, voices of youth speaking truth,  

confronting and exploring societal taboo. 

Lyrical catharsis, saturated with astute political analysis, 
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by The Gambia’s finest, the adventurous poet Immortal X. 

 

 

Mboka, like the roots of an elephant tree, magnificent, strong,  

intertwined branches traverses the Afrikan diaspora. 

Sankofa,  

looking to the past, reaching back, to find remnants of the self, left behind. 

Encouraging imagination to thrive. 

We the survivors of enforced migration, OUR obligation to co-create the vision.  

We OURSELVES, components of the solution.  

We each have a responsibility to implement a legacy,  

a blueprint for what we build, how we live,  

to construct OUR own narrative, 

use OUR words to paint an image in which Afrika’s potential is fulfilled. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

I Sis 

Black Nationalist, Pan Africanist!  

Africana Womanist,  

I don't follow communism, socialism, liberals and feminists... 

For I n I its Black Power, AMANDLA - the fist!!! 

 

I Sis 

Race 1st MY ideology, MY philosophy... 

See, the foundation of all european theory, 

is AfriKan ontology... 

Spirituality, etymology, metaphysics, numerology..  

All AfriKan in originality, 

UNapologetically... 

 

I Sis  

Universal, Pan AfriKan identity 

sacred geometry, 

Is MY origin, 

MY destiny, 

And just like brother Buju said, 

"the full has never been told" 

I-Story cannot be controlled!!! 
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I Sis  

created for struggle, 

to advocate, to challenge and to fight the power. 

By any means necessary,  

as Brother Shabazz would say... 

 

I Sis 

I will never be under massa's table, never in the closet, nor intend to be... 

Red, black and green, 

proudly worn upon my sleeve, 

my chest, my arm, my back or maybe, 

in the fabric of my wraps... 

 

I Sis  

My beliefs... 

NO mystery... 

My essence,  

like Frankincense,  

powerful,  

My intentions clear 

Only the demonic need fear 
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I Sis 

Not about, eurocentric isms & schisms... 

No time for the hypocrisy of white man's religion, 

I call dat Afrika's cataclysm... 

I acknowledge, the historical carnage  

of liberal complacency, meritocracy... 

 

I Sis 

No time for non-defiance, compromise or negotiation 

WE have to resist, to bury that age old tradition, 

of giving loving and respect to every other peoples, and Nation, except US!!! 

WE need more then anthems, WE need a blueprint, models,  

the mechanisms for challenge... 

 

I Sis 

Demanding more pride in OUR history,  

Here to put an end to the "mystery", to destroy the trajectory, 

defy the hypocrisy... 

that seeks to hide the truth of AfriKan supremacy... 

And NO don't get it twisted,  

manipulated into foolish notions of believing that this is RACIST!!! 
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I Sis  

Must insist that I n I people must desist, abort, 

not permit, 

false concepts of "civilisation" 

WE can NO longer allow articulation that undermines OUR  

Identity, 

Or our pride in who WE chose to be 

Proud Afrikan FREE 

 

I Sis 

MY aim, 

to regain, 

what was lost and stolen away... 

before WE were enslaved... 

To heal the scars left behind  

from the Maafaa, the Maaagamizi 

To repair the legacy 

of Trans-Atlantic trauma,  

600 years of inhumane drama, 

Time to wake US up from this coma!!! 

Up Ye mighty people, we have much to do... 

In every conceivable sense of the word - REPARATIONS DUE!!! 
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